
Let The Outside In®



Our Story

Stio was founded to inspire connection with the outdoors 
through beautiful, functional products infused with 
mountain soul. We draw inspiration from our everyday 
immersion in life here in Jackson Hole: days on local rivers, 
trails and Teton summits. Technical performance, quality 
and versatility are hallmarks you’ll find in every piece of 
apparel we make, whether intended for epic alpine pursuits 
or the quieter moments of the mountain life.
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“It can be tough to track down clothes that’ll perform on 
the mountain peak and make you look cool on Main Street. 
That’s why I turned to Stio.”

- Adventure Journal

“Stio outfits people for both epic adventure and in-town 
wear. Its technical apparel is made for all seasons and 
covers skiing and snowboarding, hiking, running and most 
active outdoor adventures.”

- Forbes

Peter Lobozzo
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View the 2021 Stewardship Report in its entirety at Stio.com

The Annual Stewardship Report  |  Highlights

Our Partners

Waste Reduction

of models who appear in our studio photography are models of color or 
models who represent more inclusive sizes60%

ski jackets and sun hoodies 
donated to Coombs Outdoors$80K & 350

given to wind and solar renewable energy projects to 
offset Stio's carbon footprint for 2021$100K+

of all our polyester is recycled49% 2 0 2 1

2 0 2 0

4 9 %

2 5 %

of our cotton is organically 
sourced85% 2 0 2 1

2 0 2 0

8 5 %

4 7 %

total preferred material adoption with 
a goal to reach 75% by 2025

invested in choosing 
preferred materials51% $130K+

of our down meets the 
Responsible Down Standard 100%

RDS certifies a transparent, audited supply 
chain with an emphasis on the humane 
treatment of animals.

Peter Lobozzo

We live and love the mountain life, and we see ourselves as caretakers of the resources that provide it. That’s why we are 
committed to a higher standard of business operations and have identified key areas of impact in which we pledge to benchmark, 
do better and report out on our progress. Though we haven’t yet reached where we want to be and will keep striving to do 
better, we’re proud to share our progress in these highlights from our second annual Stewardship Report.

We are committed to using premium materials and quality construction to 
create durable goods that last. 

Stewards Of 
The Mountain Life

"In 2020, we became Climate Neutral 
Certified and pledged our commitment to 

reduce and offset our footprint. The ability 
to offer a program in which we can keep 
our garments out of landfills for longer is 

another step on that journey.”

- Stephen Sullivan, 
Stio Founder and CEO

items traded in & kept from the 
landfill since the Fall 2021 launch 
of Stio Second Turn™ 

487
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Our premium all-conditions insulator, the Azura is your year-round layering piece 
for hikes, morning campsites and early snows. Lightweight 60g Primaloft® Gold 
Eco offers the pinnacle of insulation performance with an unrivaled warmth-
to-weight ratio, supreme packability and a softness that mimics goose down. A 
20 denier, 100% recycled nylon outer provides durability and a soft hand, while 
DWR sheds rain and snow. Handwarmer pockets have comfy, brushed pocket 
bags, interior and exterior chest pockets secure essentials and a second interior 
pocket doubles as a stuff sack.

Azura™ Insulated Jacket

$229

Men's Boundary BlackWomen's Mountain Shadow



No matter how cool you are under pressure reaching for your next hold on 
exposed cliffs or traversing a razor-edge ridgeline, your core should always be 
warm. The Azura Vest is technical, lightweight, and built with 100% recycled 
nylon and PrimaLoft® Gold Eco 55% recycled insulation with an unrivaled 
warmth-to-weight ratio. A low bulk factor makes it supremely packable, and 
superior softness makes it an ultra-comfortable favorite.

Azura™ Insulated Vest

Black Koles

$175

Men's Mountain Shadow Women's Boundary Black
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A shoulder-season layering staple that deftly moves between town and the 
mountains, the Skycrest Snap Shirt is a multi-functional piece that provides 
grab-and-go warmth with distinctive style. Featuring a snap-front quilted design 
with a shirttail hem, and filled with soft, lightweight 60g Thermore® Ecodown® 
synthetic insulation, the Skycrest does double duty as a jacket in mild fall temps 
and as a shirt when the mercury drops.

Skycrest™ Snap Shirt

$185

Men's SaddleWomen's Chicory Flower



Down hoodies are everywhere in our circles due to their lightweight warmth 
and conditional range. What distinguishes our packable, layerable Pinion is 
certified responsible HyperDRY™ 800-fill RDS down, which provides premium 
loft yet won’t wet out due to a fill-level treatment. A longer cut than our Pinion 
Down Sweater, the design features narrow-channel baffles and a flat-front 
hem for a flattering feminine shape. 

Pinion™ Down Hooded Jacket
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Men's Abyss Women's Mountain Shadow



Black Koles

The unexpected chill of a cold snap can strike as easily on the bike ride to the pub 
as it can in the mountains, and the lightweight Pinion Down Sweater prepares you 
for both. A year-round insulator with sleek, modern style, the Pinion features a 
lightweight and abrasion-resistant Pertex Quantum® ripstop shell that blocks wind 
and light precip, and responsibly sourced, 800-fill HyperDRY™ water-repellent 
down that stays warm and lofty through mixed alpine conditions. The Pinion’s 
trim fit offers low-bulk comfort under a harness or over a button-up, and the 
included stuff sack makes it a packable no-brainer in any season.

Pinion™ Down Sweater

$259

Men's Mountain ShadowWomen's Magnet



From the Lower Saddle to the local trout stash, the technical Pinion Down Vest 
provides a reliable dose of core warmth when you need it most. Designed with 
the unpredictable temps of early fall in mind, the Pinion features a lightweight, 
abrasion-resistant Pertex Quantum® ripstop shell that blocks wind and light 
precip, and responsibly sourced, 800-fill HyperDRY™ water-repellent down 
that remains lofty through mixed conditions.

Pinion™ Down Vest

Black Koles

$195

Men's Magnet Women's Mountain Shadow



Black  Koles

The Wilcox Fleece Jacket makes the crux of any day just a little bit easier. 
Updated in Fall 2020 to 100% recycled Lofton™ sweater fleece, this full-
zip piece offers the look and feel of wool with the technical performance 
of fleece. Zippered chest and hand pockets provide secure places to stash 
a phone, wallet or bar while a casual, comfortable fit makes it an excellen 
 choice for everyday warmth and any-activity wear.

Wilcox™ Fleece Jacket

$159

Men's Abyss HeatherMen's Mountain Shadow Heather



Becca Bredehoft

The hassle-free performance of fleece in a zippered sweatshirt design that’s 
at home waiting out a chilly belay or late night taco truck line. Updated in Fall 
2020 to 100% recycled Lofton™ sweater fleece, the Wilcox offers a knit face 
for a wool appearance and a super soft, comfy fleece interior. Features include 
a full front zip closure, kangaroo-style zippered hand pockets and relaxed fixed 
hood. A truly versatile piece for year round endeavors that layers nicely under a 
shell for winter pursuits.

Wilcox™ Fleece Hoodie

$175

Men's Abyss Heather Men's Mountain Shadow Heather



From weekends in the mountains to weekdays in the jungle, our 
classic 300-gram power vest blends technical hydrophobic fleece 
warmth and a wool-knit texture with a recycled material conscience. 
ReLofton™ recycled sweater fleece traps heat yet feels light 
and airy, enabling easy layering. The material is made with 100% 
supply-chain-verified recycled content for greater sustainability 
and a smaller footprint.

Wilcox™ Fleece Vest
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$129

Men's Abyss Heather Men's Mountain Shadow Heather
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If mountain life requires one thing from its devotees, it’s adaptability—the savvy to 
be in the office one minute and on the trail the next. Layers should only add to the 
experience and there’s no need to sacrifice style along the way. Our Sweetwater 
Fleece Jacket is a must for all types of mountain mode. This eye-catching piece 
is crafted with recycled sweater knit fleece softness and warmth you’ve grown 
to love and designed with the type of graceful fit that spans sunup to sundown. 
Features include droptail construction, stand up collar and zippered hand pockets.

Sweetwater™ Fleece Jacket

$159

Women's Mountain Shadow HeatherWomen's Abyss Heather
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Living in Jackson Hole, we love fleece. It’s an athletic staple that’s also 
welcome at practically any mountain town function. Made with Recycled 
Lofton™ fleece, this casual hoodie with a sweater knit face and cozy, brushed 
interior comes in poppy colors and boasts stylish feminine details that elevate 
your look. Supremely comfortable, its wide neckline and unique front zipper 
allow for easy on-and-off.

Sweetwater™ Fleece Hoodie

$175

Women's Mountain Shadow HeatherWomen's Abyss Heather
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Mountain town denizens across the country live in insulation all winter long. The 
Hometown Down Hooded Jacket’s ALLIED Feather™ water repellent goose down 
has 800-fill that offers exceptional, lightweight warmth and versatility. Wear it to work, 
to the mountain, or pack it into your backcountry pack. 100% Recycled HTD™ nylon 
ripstop outer sheds the elements while HyperDRY™ down will keep you warm and dry, 
even in wet, snowy conditions.

Hometown™ Down Hooded Jacket

$329

Women's Midnight HourMen's Midnight Hour
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A soft and ultra-comfortable pullover inspired by the rugged frontiersmen 
of yore but designed for their modern mountain-dwelling brethren, the 
Turpin Fleece Half Zip is a versatile and sophisticated interpretation of 
our Wyoming roots. Built with REPREVE®, a recycled heathered fleece 
that offers the look of wool with stretchy, breathable warmth, the Turpin 
is a wardrobe essential with style and performance in equal doses.

Turpin™ Fleece Half Zip

$99

Men's Midnight Hour HeatherWomen's Dusk Heather



Black Koles

Long a work-shirt staple of the Mountain West, our modern chambray shirt take 
offers 100% organic cotton comfort and adds a texture of ranch heritage with 
sawtooth flap-closure pockets, pearl snaps and a western back yoke. Reflecting 
the high range terrain we call home, the result is a comfortably textured shirt that 
walks that county line between bootstrap western and unrushed mountain casual.

Ashton™ Chambray Shirt

$129

Men's Dark Chambray Men's Light Chambray
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